L3Harris is introducing our next generation of converged XL FAMILY of LTE Land Mobile Radios (LMRs) that can access powerful FirstNet® capabilities. Situational Awareness is front and center with crystal-clear audio over your P25 radio system with data sharing over the nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network. With industry-leading technology at your fingertips, you have more ways and more places to connect—in a rugged, familiar form factor you already rely on.

**FirstNet® Plus LMR in One Device**

*Priority and preemption* with nationwide broadband access through FirstNet® for First Responders—right from your radio

*Adheres to P25 standards for LMR interoperability

*Built-in Wi-Fi®, Bluetooth® and GPS

**Don’t settle for less**

- **Secure, End-to-End Voice and Data Encryption**
- **Louder and Clear Audio Over P25 and LTE With Advanced Noise Cancellation**
- **Ruggedized to Meet Stringent MIL-Spec Standards**
- **Intuitive and Easy-to-Use**

**Existing XL-185P and XL-200P Portables Are Field-Upgradeable to FirstNet**

*Preemption available for eligible FirstNet first responder customers only.